
3 more persons in the central committee

New COMMITTEE : 6 persons instead of 3

Our  central  committee  works  since  a  long  time  with  three  people  :  one  president,  one
secretary and one treasurer. Our new AISBL statement and the success of our activities bring
us to increase our central structure and decision-maker. The AISBL-B.I.G Executive Committee,
from the 1st of january 2016, will consist of 6 people, always volunteers.

The 3 new posts are the following ones :

Job4. Public Relations Manager

* to assist and support BIG events (Annual & Regional
meetings, Crossroads, BIG day, etc)

* to contact magazines in different countries according to
events or new decisions

* to post news on requests of members, to moderate
them & on news on events linked to the association.

* to take part mainly in the meetings or debates, to edit
summaries of them in the website

* to update the review, trophee, natacha, press, wanted,
links,...' pages if something changes

* to help the communication by requesting translations in different countries

* to help or supply president or secretary in events

Job5. Logistic supervisor

* to be in narrow contact with the designer to link the designs of the material

* to update the overview of the commercial offers for flyers, printings, trophees, clothes, 
reviews

* to request prices in the shops for our material

* to follow the orders and the bookings for meetings (hostels, renting cars) & all material

* to keep the tracks of our stock in material (locations)

* to overview the market for the distribution of the review (post offices,...)

* to help the most possible the treasurer and the material and activities' managers in their tasks

* to study the market about new ideas for events on 5 years-birthdays

Job6. Overall datas supervisor

* to follow, manage and harmonize the input and the corrections of the mistakes in the
databases of the climbs inside BIG-challenge.

* to follow and update in the website the ironbig evolution and classements for parallel
challenges

* to encode datas of new national challenges (long encoding work)

If you have an interesting experiment in one of these domains, if you manage quite good in computing, english (or 
french), and if you have time to dedicate with passion to this beautiful challenge, don't hesitate, send a short text of 
motivation to info@challenge-big.eu , by specifying the desired post.

On december 15th, we'll make you know the constitution of the new C6 committee of the BIG. If several voluntary 
candidates appear for the same post, we'll choose according to their B.I.G experiment, their text of motivation and their 
international contribution.
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